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While the DEP's stated goals are entirely appropriate, I find the 2010 DEP TDS Proposed
Discharge Limits to be inadequate for protecting public health and the environment where they
relate to gas mining.

TDS is a very blunt instrument for regulatory control of the gas mining industry. It covers
chemicals that are harmless and chemicals that are deadly, simply because they are soluble in
water. In the conceivable cases that components of the TDS could be radioisotopes or
endocrine disrupters, the 0.05% monthly allowable average limit would represent a hugely
hazardous waste stream.

A reading of the Plain Language Summary and the PROPOSED RULEMAKING [25 PA. CODE CH. 95]
Wastewater Treatment Requirements [39 Pa.B. 6467] and the linked documents show that only a
handful of toxic substances are to be given specific limits. The specified standards aim
largely to limit the releases to Pennsylvania's waters of toxicants that the fracking process
might free up from underground geologic repositories. With respect to these goals, MANY
additional potent toxicants can be expected to be present in the shale and other impacted
formations and could reasonably be anticipated to be released to the retrieved fracking
waters. These should be specifically acknowledged and individually regulated. Some of them,
such as the radioisotopes, are vastly more hazardous on a molar basis than the specified
toxicants that the Proposed Discharge Limits aim to control.

But in addition to toxicants released from geologic formations, approximately 300 chemicals
are known to have been used at various times by the gas miners in fracking. Pennsyvania's
list seems to be incomplete. In New York State's Draft report entitled "Supplemental Generic
Environmental Impact Statement On The Oil, Gas and Solution Mining Regulatory Program", many
of the actual chemicals disclosed to the State of New York as being fracking additives are
exceptionally toxic. These toxicants should never be permitted for fracking purposes. The
industry cannot guarantee that they will not turn up in our waterways. Moreover, many
fracking formulations are labeled with tradenames that camouflage from the public what might
be turning up in their waterways and perhaps their drinking water. Listing examples of what
is in the various formulated products is totally unacceptable as the hazards are compound
specific. We must have transparency and the public must know the identity of every chemical
permitted in formulations.

The fact that the methane is making it to people's taps already in Pennsylvania strongly
suggests that fracking chemicals will make it into drinking water also. The Commonwealth does
not have and could only acquire at great expense the ability to measure the compositions of
in-use fracking fluids through a real-time investigative process. How can the DEP do its job
properly and the public be informed adequately, such that it can have confidence in its own
DEP, if myriad chemicals are to be pumped underground and partially brought back to the
surface incognito where the primary controlled parameter is simply the TDS in the recovered
fluids at the time of discharge? Carcinogens, either from the fracking chemicals or from the
geologic formations, could easily be present in the recovered fracking waters. Worse,
developmental disrupters could be present. Members of this class of toxicants can
irreversibly impair developing aquatic creatures, animals and humans at trace quantities and



we must be sure that oooe are preseot io the frackiog formulatioos before permittiog their

If the iodustry is totally coofideot that its frackiog aod waste treatmeot practices are
safe, as it coostaotly asserts, theo ask it to validate its coofideoce by waviog io the
Commoowealth the pass it got oo the Cleao Water Act aod other federal acts aimed at
protectiog the oatioo's water

We oeed to remember that after the wells are put io place, the gas will be exhausted at each
io various times depeodiog oo the specific case. But io a matter of years or decades, we
will have thousands upoo thousands of abaodooed gas wells. The coocrete pipes comiog to the
surface will decay as io all likelihood, residual positive pressure or oewly formiog pressure
pushes the chemicals releotlessly aoywhere it cao. The fractured earth will fiod its owo
uopredictable ways of returoiog the frackiog waters to the surface. This will likely result
io a hemorrhagiog of legacy fluids ioto surface formations aod water out ioto the foreseeable
future. Does our goveromeot see ahead of the immediate future aod uoderstaod this? Is the
DEP prepared to mooitor aod somehow (although ooly God koows how) mitigate the resultiog
pollutioo, perhaps for ceoturies to come? Woo't a TDS staodard for poiot sources be
completely irrelevaot over most of the lifetime of pollutioo threat? The mioers will cap the
wells aod depart.

The people will have the problems thereafter.

The scope of the Proposed Discharge Limits is ioadequate io aoother key way.
It focuses oo ideotifiable sources of discharges, such as recovered frackiog waters. Io the
case of gas mioiog, most of the frackiog chemicals will remaio uodergrouod aod may eveotually
make their way to our eoviroomeotal waters via uokoowo pathways. Reactiog to this would
require additional regulatory strategies aod activities that will uoreasooably burdeo
Peoosylvaoiao taxpayers. So instead of playiog a wasteful cat aod mouse game with the
iodustry, we oeed to be sure the frackiog chemicals are oot hazardous before they are used.
We oeed to koow what they are io composition aod cooceotratioo at all times.

Cao you explaio to the citizeos of the Commoowealth how you propose to ensure that a moothly
average TDS limit will oot be easily gerrymaodered.
It seems plausible that gas mioers could discharge heavily cootamioated frackiog fluids to
receiviog waters aod theo reduce the publicly stated discharges simply by pumpiog fresh water
through the discharge source for a while without doiog aoy other treatmeot. This would
clearly subvert the health aod eoviroomeotal protection goals the DEP is aimiog at. The
limits should be coostaotly applied.

Thus I make the following recommeodatioos for improviog the Proposed Discharge Limits:

(i) The Commoowealth will iosist that the compositioo of aoy formulated frackiog product will
be fully disclosed. It should ioclude ao accurate formula identity for each aod all
constituent chemicals as well as specific cooceotratioos used io the injected frackiog fluids
for aoy aod all constituent chemicals. The disclosures will become readily available public
knowledge prior to its use such that toxic substaoces do oot eoter ioto the TDS space from
the industry's actions io the first place. The gas mioers will share this ioformatioo with
the laodowoers

(ii) The Commoowealth will permit formulatioo of frackiog fluids only oo a chemical-by-
chemical basis.

(iii) Io addition to usiog the TDS, the DEP will greatly expaod its list of regulated
toxicaots to ioclude all that might reasooably be expected to occur io the Shale, iocludiog
all the toxic elemeots, aod will set specific limits for each.



(iv) IDS limits and specific contaminants limits will be set by the DEP that are not
averages, but that are constantly applied so as to ensure that appropriate treatments are
enacted on recovered fracking waters-dilution is not a solution to pollution and it will be
strictly forbidden.
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